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Abstract
In this paper, we derive some generating relations involving Hermite 2D polynomials (H2DP) Hm;n(U ; x; y),
of two variables with an arbitrary 2D matrix U as parameter using Lie-theoretic approach. Certain (known
or new) generating relations for the polynomials related to H2DP are also obtained as special cases.
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1. Introduction
Recently, W;unsche [8,9] introduced Hermite 2D polynomials (H2DP) Hm;n(U ; x; y), and dis-
cussed their properties and their explicit representations. These polynomials play a great role in
two-dimensional problems which are related to the degenerate 2D harmonic oscillator.
The H2DP, Hm;n(U ; x; y) are de?ned as polynomials of two independent real or, in general, com-
plex variables (x; y) (2D vector) which depend on an arbitrary ?xed 2D matrix U as a parameter,
in the following way: [9, (2.3) p. 666]
Hm;n(U ; x; y) ≡ exp
(
−1
4
(
92
9x2 +
92
9y2
))
(2x′)m(2y′)n; m; n= 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : : (1.1)
with linearly transformed 2D vector (x′; y′) written as column vectors by means of the 2D matrix
U according to(
x′
y′
)
= U
(
x
y
)
=
(
Uxxx + Uxyy
Uyxx + Uyyy
)
;
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U ≡
(
Uxx Uxy
Uyx Uyy
)
; |U |= UxxUyy − UxyUyx:
The transition to the identity matrix
I ≡
(
1 0
0 1
)
provides product of two usual Hermite polynomials Hn(x) [2], that is,
Hm;n(I ; x; y) ≡ exp
(
−1
4
(
92
9x2 +
92
9y2
))
(2x)m(2y)n = Hm(x)Hn(y): (1.2)
We observe that Hm;n(I ; x; y) can also be obtained from the phase-space Hermite polynomials
Hm;n(x; p) introduced by Dattoli and Torre [1] for some special values ([1, p. 1637] taking b = 0;
a= c = 2 and replacing p by y).
In the degenerate case of vanishing determinant of U , that is, |U |=UxxUyy−UxyUyx =0; we note
the following representations of Hm;n(U ; x; y) [9, (2.14, 2.15) p. 669]:
(Hm;n(U ; x; y))|U |=0 =
(
Uyx
Uxx
)n
(U 2xx + U
2
xy)
(m+n)=2Hm+n

Uxxx + Uxyy√
U 2xx + U 2xy

 (1.3)
and
(Hm;n(U ; x; y))|U |=0 =
(
Uyx
Uxx
)n m+n∑
j=0
(m+ n)!
j!(m+ n− j)! U
j
xxU
m+n−j
xy Hj(x)Hm+n−j(y): (1.4)
Motivated and inspired by the above-mentioned work of Dattoli and Torre [1], W;unsche [6–9] on
H2DP and a recent work on a representation of a Lie algebra G(0; 1) and generalized Hermite poly-
nomials in [5], the authors derive some generating relations involving H2DP from the Lie-theoretic
treatment.
2. Representation ↑!; of G(0; 1) and generating relations
We note the following isomorphism [3, p. 36]:
G(0; 1) ∼= L[G(0; 1)];
where L[G(0; 1)], is the Lie algebra of a complex four-dimensional Lie group G(0; 1), a multiplicative
matrix group with elements [3, p. 9]
g(a; b; c; ) =


1 ce a 
0 e b 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

; a; b; c; ∈C: (2.1)
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The group G(0; 1) is called the complex harmonic oscillator group [4, Chapter 10]. A basis for
L[G(0; 1)] is provided by the matrices [3, p. 9]
J+ =


0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ; J− =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ;
J3 =


0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ; E=


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 (2.2)
with commutation relations
[J3;J±] =±J±; [J+;J−] =−E; [E;J±] = [E;J3] =: (2.3)
The machinery constructed in [3, Chapters 1, 2 and 4] will be applied to ?nd a realization of the
irreducible representation ↑!; of G(0; 1), where !; ∈C such that  	= 0. The spectrum S of ↑!;
is the set S = {−! + k : k a nonnegative integer}. In particular, we are looking for the functions
fm;n(U ; x; y; s; t) = Zm;n(U ; x; y)smtn such that
J 3fm;n = mfm;n; Efm;n = fm;n;
J+fm;n = fm+1; n; J−fm;n = (m+ !)fm−1; n;
C0;1fm;n = (J+J− − EJ 3)fm;n = !fm;n
(2.4)
for all m∈ S. The commutation relations satis?ed by the operators J±; J 3; E are
[J 3; J±] =±J±; [J+; J−] =−E; [J±; E] = [J 3; E] = 0: (2.5)
The number of possible solutions of Eq. (2.5) is tremendous. We assume that these operators take
the form
J+ =−sUxx 99x − sUxy
9
9y + 2s(xUxx + yUxy);
J− =
Uyy
2s|U |
9
9x −
Uyx
2s|U |
9
9y ;
J 3 = s
9
9s ;
E = 1
(2.6)
and note that these operators satisfy the commutation relations (2.5).
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Now assume that ! = 0 and  = 1 then, in terms of the functions Zm;n(U ; x; y), relations (2.4)
become
2
(
Uxx
(
x − 1
2
9
9x
)
+ Uxy
(
y − 1
2
9
9y
))
Zm;n(U ; x; y) = Zm+1; n(U ; x; y);
1
2|U |
(
Uyy
9
9x − Uyx
9
9y
)
Zm;n(U ; x; y) = mZm−1; n(U ; x; y);
(
−UxxUyy 9
2
9x2 + (UxxUyx − UxyUyy)
92
9x9y + UxyUyx
92
9y2 + 2Uyy(xUxx + yUxy)
9
9x
−2Uyx(xUxx + yUxy) 99y − 2m|U |
)
Zm;n(U ; x; y) = 0; m= 0; 1; 2; : : : : (2.7)
Again, if we take the functions fm;n(U ; x; y; s; t) = Zm;n(U ; x; y)smtn such that
J 3
′
fm;n = nfm;n; E′fm;n = fm;n;
J+
′
fm;n = fm;n+1; J−
′
fm;n = (n+ !)fm;n−1;
C ′0;1fm;n = (J
+′J−
′ − E′J 3′)fm;n = !fm;n
(2.8)
for all n∈ S, then the diJerential operators J±′ ; J 3′ ; E′ are given by
J+
′
=−tUyx 99x − tUyy
9
9y + 2t(xUyx + yUyy);
J−
′
=− Uxy
2t|U |
9
9x +
Uxx
2t|U |
9
9y ;
J 3
′
= t
9
9t ;
E′ = 1
(2.9)
and satisfy the commutation relations identical to (2.5).
Just as before taking != 0 and  = 1, relations (2.8) become
2
(
Uyx
(
x − 1
2
9
9x
)
+ Uyy
(
y − 1
2
9
9y
))
Zm;n(U ; x; y) = Zm;n+1(U ; x; y);
1
2|U |
(
−Uxy 99x + Uxx
9
9y
)
Zm;n(U ; x; y) = nZm;n−1(U ; x; y);
(
UxyUyx
92
9x2 − (UxxUyx − UxyUyy)
92
9x9y − UxxUyy
92
9y2 − 2Uxy(xUyx + yUyy)
9
9x
+2Uxx(xUyx + yUyy)
9
9y − 2n|U |
)
Zm;n(U ; x; y) = 0; n= 0; 1; 2; : : : : (2.10)
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We see from (2.7) and (2.10) that Zm;n(U ; x; y) = Hm;n(U ; x; y), where Hm;n(U ; x; y) is given
by (1.1).
The functions fm;n(U ; x; y; s; t) = Hm;n(U ; x; y)smtn m∈ S, form a basis for a realization of the
representation ↑0;1 of G(0; 1). This realization of G(0; 1) can be extended to a local multiplier
representation T (g), g∈G(0; 1) de?ned on F, the space of all functions analytic in a neighborhood
of the point (x0; y0; s0; t0) = (1; 1; 1; 1).
Using operators (2.6), the local multiplier representation [3, p. 17] takes the form
[T (exp aE)f](U ; x; y; s; t) = exp(a)f(U ; x; y; s; t);
[T (exp bJ+)f](U ; x; y; s; t) = exp(A)f(U ;B; C; s; t);
[T (exp cJ−)f](U ; x; y; s; t) = f
(
U ;
(
x +
c
2s|U | Uyy
)
;
(
y − c
2s|U | Uyx
)
; s; t
)
;
[T (exp J3)f](U ; x; y; s; t) = f(U ; x; y; s exp(); t)
(2.11)
for f∈F, where A=2bs(xUxx+yUxy)−b2s2(U 2xx+U 2xy); B=x−bsUxx and C=y−bsUxy. If g∈G(0; 1)
has parameters (a; b; c; ), then
T (g) = T (exp aE)T (exp bJ+)T (exp cJ−)T (exp J3)
and therefore we obtain
[T (g)f](U ; x; y; s; t)
=exp(a+ A)f
(
U ;
(
B+
c
2s|U |Uyy
)
;
(
C − c
2s|U |Uyx
)
; s exp(); t
)
: (2.12)
The matrix elements of T (g) with respect to the analytic basis fm;n(U : x; y; s; t)=Hm;n(U ; x; y)smtn,
are the functions Alk(g), uniquely determined by ↑!; of G(0; 1), and we obtain relations
[T (g)fk;n](U ; x; y; s; t) =
∞∑
l=0
Alk(g)fl;n(U ; x; y; s; t); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
which simpli?es to the identity
exp(a+ k + A)Hk;n
(
U ;
(
B+
c
2s|U | Uyy
)
;
(
C − c
2s|U | Uyx
))
=
∞∑
l=0
Alk(g)Hl;n(U ; x; y)sl−k ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : (2.13)
and the matrix elements Alk(g) are given by [3, (4.26) p. 87]
Alk(g) = exp(a+ k)ck−lL
(k−l)
l (−bc); k; l¿ 0: (2.14)
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Substituting (2.14) into (2.13), we obtain the generating relation
exp(A)Hk;n
(
U ;
(
B+
c
2s|U | Uyy
)
;
(
C − c
2s|U | Uyx
))
=
∞∑
l=0
ck−lL(k−l)l (−bc)Hl;n(U ; x; y)sl−k ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (2.15)
Again taking operators (2.9) and proceeding exactly as before, we obtain the generating relation
exp(2b′t(xUyx + yUyy)− b′2t2(U 2yx + U 2yy))
×Hm;p
(
U ;
(
x − b′tUyx − c
′
2t|U |Uxy
)
;
(
y − b′tUyy + c
′
2t|U |Uxx
))
=
∞∑
r=0
(c′)p−rL(p−r)r (−b′c′)Hm;r(U ; x; y)tr−p; p= 0; 1; 2; : : : : (2.16)
3. Special cases
We consider some special cases of the generating relations obtained in previous section, which
yield many new and known generating relations for the polynomials related to H2DP.
I. Taking c → 0 in (2.15), using the limit [3, (4.29) p. 88] and then taking |U | = 0 and making
use of (1.3) and (1.4), we obtain
exp(A)Hk+n

UxxB+ UxyC√
U 2xx + U 2xy


=
∞∑
l=k
bl−k
(l− k)!(U
2
xx + U
2
xy)
(l−k)=2Hl+n

 Uxxx + Uxyy√
U 2xx + U 2xy)

 sl−k ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.1)
and
exp(A)
k+n∑
j=0
(k + n)!
j!(k + n− j)!
(
Uxx
Uxy
)j
Hj(B)Hk+n−j(C)
=
∞∑
l=k
bl−k
(l− k)!
l+n∑
i=0
(l+ n)!
i!(l+ n− i)!
(
Uxx
Uxy
)i
Hi(x)Hl+n−i(y)Ul−kxy s
l−k ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.2)
respectively. Similarly we can obtain results corresponding to (2.16).
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II. Taking U = I , that is, Uxx = Uyy = 1 and Uxy = Uyx = 0, in (2.15) and using (1.2), we obtain
(replacing b and c by −b and −c, respectively)
exp(2bsx − b2s2)Hk
(
x − bs+ c
2s
)
=
∞∑
l=0
ck−lL(k−l)l (−bc)Hl(x)sl−k ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : (3.3)
which is a result of Miller [3, (4.76) p. 106]. Similar result can be obtained from (2.16).
4. Conclusion
We have considered the problem of framing H2DP Hm;n(U ; x; y) into the context of the represen-
tation ↑!; of the Lie algebra G(0; 1) of the complex harmonic oscillator group G(0; 1). Generating
relations of H2DP are obtained using Miller’s technique. Certain special cases involving Hermite
polynomials are discussed. Some relations for the products of Hermite polynomials and identities of
Miller are also obtained as special cases.
Further, we observe that the operators J−; J+; J−′ ; J+′ and I=1 satisfy the following commutation
relations
[J−; J+] = [J−
′
; J+
′
] = I;
[J−; J+
′
] = [J−
′
; J+] = 0;
[J−; J−
′
] = [J+; J+
′
] = 0:
These relations imply that the ?ve operators J−; J+; J−′ ; J+′ ; I are closed with regard to the
commutation relations. Therefore, they form a realization of an abstract ?ve-dimensional Lie algebra
which is the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg-Weyl group W (2;R) or to its complex extension W (2;C)
for a two-mode system. Thus H2DP form a certain basis for this realization of the Heisenberg-Weyl
algebra !(2;R) or to its complex extension !(2;C) (see [6] and the references therein). By the
quadratic combinations of the basic operators J−; J+; J−′ ; J+′ ; I , we can form ten more independent
operators, which form several other Lie Algebras.
The study of the H2DP for applications as well as for its connections with various Lie algebras
is an interesting problem for further research.
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